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The literature on optimal income taxation (see the seminal papers by Mirrlees, 1971;and Stiglitz, 1987) characterizes the optimal shape of marginal tax rates under imperfectinformation about the earning ability of the tax payers. This approach has been usedto recommend a form of non linear negative income tax (Boadway and Keen, 2000). Anegative income tax is a refundable tax credit with an explicit tax schedule which can be,but need not by definition be, linear (Cournot, 1838; Friedman, 1962; Tobin, 1966; 1968).Another strand of the literature is concerned with optimal welfare programs (Akerlof, 1978;Diamond and Sheshinski, 1995; Parsons, 1996; Boadway, Marceau and Sato, 1999; Salanié,2002). In this literature, the welfare agencies are assumed to observe more than onlyreported income levels and the aggregate distribution of abilities. The agencies condition(tag) transfers on personal characteristics (such as disability or ‘employability’) of potentialrecipients, that provide some imperfect information about the earning ability. Akerlof(1978) deals with errors of type I (some of those who are entitled to the benefits arerejected) and Parsons (1996) adds errors of type II (individuals not entitled are accepted).Both argue that tagging increases aggregate welfare. Moreover, as long as the disutilityof work is not too large, Parsons (1996) shows that the optimal system should let taggedpeople work. In Akerlof (1978), Diamond and Sheshinski (1995), Parsons (1996), andSalanié (2002), tagging is costless. The accuracy of the tag and therefore the probabilitiesof errors are taken as given. Boadway, Marceau and Sato (1999) emphasize the role ofsocial workers whose (imperfectly observable) effort affects the magnitude of these errorsand induces administrative costs. They show that the choice between transferring incometo the poor through tagging or exclusively via a non linear negative income tax systemdepends on the magnitude of administrative costs relative to the benefits of targeting.The use of tagging can be questioned due to the evidence that non-take-up is important.Many reasons can be invoked to explain this phenomenon: imperfect information amongthe eligible population, lack of literacy or numeracy, transaction costs related in particularto the time spent queuing and filling out forms, the loss of privacy of claiming benefits thatrequire an assessment of personal characteristics (social workers evaluate the eligibility ofclaimants through enquiries and tests of a searching and detailed kind), the demeaningor stigmatizing effect of applying and receiving such benefits. Moffitt (1983) provides aneconometric test for stigma in the Aid to Families with Dependent Children program. Hisresults show “definite evidence of a stigma-related disutility of participation” (p. 1024) inwelfare programs. Along these lines, an empirical literature has studied the non-take-upof various types of welfare or means-tested benefits. Stigma is mentioned among the non-pecuniary participation costs (see, e.g., Ashenfelter, 1983; Moffitt, 1983; Blundell, Fry andWalker, 1988; Blank and Ruggles, 1996; Duclos, 1995; 1997; Hancock, Pudney, Barker,2



Hernandez and Sutherland, 2004; and Currie, 2004).In this paper, we emphasize stigma as an explanation to the non-take-up phenomenon.This focus is motivated by the growing evidence that stigma is important and by therelative lack of interest for this explanation in the economic literature.Those who apply and receive assistance benefit suffer from a loss of utility due tostigmatization. “Stigmatized individuals possess (or are believed to possess) some at-tribute, or characteristic, that conveys a social identity that is devaluated in some par-ticular social context” (Crocker, Major and Steele, 1998). Rules (or norms) about whois a member of the devaluated category are defined by society. A still widespread socialnorm consists in requiring that individuals (of working age) support themselves and theirfamilies. Being a welfare recipient is then socially disapproved because it reveals to othersthat one is unable to fend for oneself and one’s family. This phenomenon has been stressedby Sen (1995) who writes: “Any system of subsidy that requires people to be identifiedas poor and that is seen as special benefaction for those who cannot fend for themselveswould tend to have some effects on their self-respect as well as on the respect accordedthem by others (...) there are (also) direct costs and losses involved in feeling –andbeing– stigmatized.” In a similar perspective, Yaniv (1997) writes: “The shame, em-barrassment, and social disapproval afflicting a claimant whose participation in a welfareprogram is observed by others or becomes known to significant others (i.e., family, friendsneighbors, employers, etc) have been strongly stressed by sociologists addressing the issueof welfare stigma (e.g., Goffman, 1963; Waxman, 1983; Spicker, 1984)”. It is importantto notice that stigmatization would not occur if redistribution was only based on incomereported to the tax authority. For, the handling of income reports by tax authority canbe considered as fairly anonymous: Receiving a transfer from the tax authority (e.g., arefundable tax credit) does not require to reveal to other people that one is unable to fendfor oneself.Our theoretical setting is close to the one presented in Akerlof (1978). There are twotypes of workers, the low-ability workers (whose productivity, at the limit, can be zero- the “disability case”) and the high-ability ones. As in the standard optimal taxationliterature, each productive individual has access to a job which remunerates him accord-ing to his productivity. As in Akerlof (1978), the targeted transfer, if any, is added tothe labor earnings of tagged people. This contrasts with Parsons (1996) and Boadway,Marceau and Sato (1999). In their models, the population is subdivided between (non-working) disable and able people and only the latter are able to work. We deliberatelyneglect errors of type II and administrative costs linked to imperfect monitoring of so-cial workers. By assumption, the latter do costlessly observe the ability of workers and3



can prevent high-ability workers from benefiting from the assistance scheme. Under theserather extreme assumptions, it is expected that the combination of income taxation de-signed by the tax authority and an assistance scheme targeted on the less able is superiorto using only (non linear) negative income tax. This paper shows that the introductionof stigmatization challenges the well-known superiority of costless tagging. As Besley andCoate (1992) notice, there is no reason to believe that claiming welfare benefits will affectall individuals in the same way. Therefore, in our model, low-ability workers are endowedwith an individual-specific parameter that measures the impact of stigma on well-being.This parameter is exogenously distributed in the population. Low-ability people are awareof their eligibility, but part of them, possibly, do not claim assistance benefits because theyprefer not to be stigmatized.To the best of our knowledge, stigmatization has never been considered in an optimalincome taxation framework. Some economists have modeled the decision to apply forwelfare when the application process entails a disutility that can be attributed to one ofthe above reasons (see Bishop, 1982; or Moffitt, 1983). Besley and Coate (1992) modelstigmatization which results from people’s disapproval of and resentment against thosewho choose to go on welfare (and are considered either as responsible for their recipientstatus or as fraudulent recipients) and whose benefits are financed by mandatory taxation.Yaniv (1997) studies how the decision of taking up welfare benefits is affected by stigma-tization (generated through observed participation in welfare programs) and/or by theexpected penalty for underreporting income to qualify for welfare benefits. Redistributionmechanisms based on tagging also raise issues of horizontal equity (which requires thatthose with equal status, whether measured by ability or some other appropriate scale,should be treated the same) and of political feasibility (Sen, 1995). The more targeted thetransfers towards the truly needy, the lower the support from the excluded middle incomeclass. This can have detrimental effects on the actual level of redistribution (Gelbach andPritchett, 1996; De Donder and Hindriks, 1998).The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces assumptions and notations.Analytical results are presented in Section 3. Since this normative analysis does not lead toclear-cut conclusions in the utilitarian case, a numerical analysis is summarized in Section5. Section 6 concludes the paper.2 Assumptions and notationsBy assumption, workers supply one unit of labor. Let us consider two types of individualswho differ in terms of their abilities indexed by j. Moreover, there are two types of jobs andpretax earnings are specific to the job. The low-ability workers (j = l) are characterized4



by exogenous gross or pretax earnings, wl ≥ 0.1 If wl = 0, these individuals are byassumption unable to work (say, because of a disability). A high-ability worker (j = h)can either occupy a job designed for his ability (labelled a “skilled job”) or he can havean occupation requiring low abilities (labelled an “unskilled job”). Because of their lowability, type-l workers cannot perform skilled jobs. Gross earnings in skilled jobs are givenand denoted by wh, with wh > wl. Compared to unskilled jobs, we assume that performingskilled work requires more effort. In this respect, high-ability workers are assumed to beheterogeneous. If they occupy a skilled job, their consumption level is ch and their levelof utility is u(ch) − δ, where δ is the disutility of working in a skilled job rather thanan unskilled one. By assumption, δ is distributed on the interval [0,+∞[2 according tothe cumulative distribution F (δ) and the density function f(δ). While δ is an individualattribute that no other agent can observe, F(δ) is common knowledge. By assumption,f(δ) > 0 ∀δ ∈ [0,+∞[ with limδ→+∞ f(δ) = 0. u(c) is a continuous, differentiable, strictlyincreasing and strictly concave function with limc→0 u′(c) = +∞. If instead a high-abilityworker chooses an unskilled job, his consumption level is cl and his utility level u(cl).As is usually assumed, the tax authority knows the proportion of individuals withlow ability γ (0 ≤ γ ≤ 1) but it does not observe the ability of a given individual. Itperfectly and costlessly observes reported income. As is standard in the optimal taxationliterature, the occupational choice of the high-ability workers will limit the extent of redis-tribution which the tax authority can implement. To relax this self-selection constraint,let us introduce welfare agencies. They occupy social workers who have access to moreinformation than the tax authority. To adopt a simple setting where tagging would beadvocated in the absence of stigmatization, let us assume idealized welfare agencies whichcostlessly and perfectly can assess the ability of claimants. In this idealized setting, wel-fare agencies can separate low-ability claimants from high-ability individuals with highdisutility δ. Welfare agencies only provide a targeted transfer to low-ability individuals.Not all of these individuals will however claim the targeted benefit. This is not becauseof a lack of information or literacy. They are instead deterred by the losses involved infeeling and being stigmatized. The level of utility of low-ability individuals who choose to1As it is standard in the optimal tax literature, employers perfectly and costlessly observe the abilityof the worker. This is however not the source of stigmatization. As we explain above, the latter is due tothe participation to a welfare program.2The assumption that δ is non negative could be criticized if δ is interpreted in a broader sense. Theoccupation requiring low abilities could be interpreted as poor jobs because they are the only type ofoccupation accessible to low-ability workers. The support of δ would then probably include negativevalues in order to deal with individuals for whom the negative status of these unskilled jobs outweighs thepenibility of effort required to perform a skilled job. This interpretation would however not change thenature of our results as long as the support of δ is not restricted to negative values. So, we stick to thecase where δ lies in [0,+∞[. 5



claim assistance benefits is written as: u(cTl )− σ (1)where cTl equals wl plus the targeted transfer net of tax liabilities, if any (superscriptT denotes the tagged status). Here, σ is an individual parameter that represents theintensity of stigma. There is no reason to believe that claiming welfare benefit will affectall individuals in the same way. So, σ is by assumption distributed on the interval [0,+∞[,according to the cumulative distribution G(σ) and its associated density function g(σ). Itis assumed that g(σ) > 0 ∀σ ∈ [0,+∞[ with limσ→+∞ g(σ) = 0. It is also assumed that theindividual value of σ is unknown by all except the person herself, while G(σ) is commonknowledge. The utility level of the low-ability individuals who do not claim assistancebenefit is equal to u(cl) (2)where cl denotes their consumption level.The choice of taxes and transfers is equivalent to the determination of consumptionbundles cTl , cl and ch. Since the unobservable parameters δ and σ are distributed on awide (formally of infinite size) support, it simply becomes too costly to induce all high-ability individuals to work in skilled jobs3 and to induce all type l individuals to claim thetargeted transfer. So, whatever the allocation of consumption levels, there will be somefinite cut-off levels δ̃ and σ̃ such that only those high-ability individuals with δ < δ̃ areoccupied in skilled jobs and only those with σ < σ̃ and a low ability opt for the targetedtransfer. Therefore, in the subpopulation with net income cl, one necessarily finds somelow-ability people and the high-ability ones with a sufficiently large disutility of effort.These cut-off values or threshold levels satisfy the following equalities:u(ch)− δ̃ = u(cl) (3)u(cTl )− σ̃ = u(cl) (4)Table 1 displays the proportions of individuals in each position and Figure 1 summarizesthe model. TABLE 1 ABOUT HEREFIGURE 1 ABOUT HERE3This element distinguishes our model from standard models of redistribution which rely on the reve-lation principle to induce all individuals to report their true types in an optimum.6



Let us now turn to the normative criteria used in this paper. This paper comparesoutcomes under a utilitarian criterion and a maxi-min criterion. The results are later ex-tended to a more general social welfare function where the degree of aversion to inequalitycan take values in a broader range. The utilitarian criterion is as usual a sum of theindividuals’ utility functions weighted by their share in the population:W (cTl , cl, ch, σ̃, δ̃) ≡γ{u(cTl )G(σ̃)− ∫ σ̃0 σg(σ)dσ + u(cl)(1−G(σ̃))}+(1− γ){u(ch)F (δ̃)− ∫ δ̃0 δf(δ)dδ + u(cl)(1−F (δ̃))} (5)The maxi-min (or “Rawlsian”4) criterion will place all the weight on the most needy (interms of utility). In our model, by definition of σ̃, those who claim a targeted transferare at least as well-off as those who do not. The latter benefit from a level of utility u(cl)which is equal to the level that high-ability workers get if they opt for an unskilled job. Sothe appropriate criterion which should be maximized under the maxi-min (or “Rawlsian”)objective is: u(cl) (6)The utilitarian and maxi-min criteria are standard in the literature. However, some au-thors have criticized this approach when individuals differ in several dimensions. Appendix7.1 deals with an alternative welfare criterion for which no compensation is given for in-dividual characteristics falling within the responsibility of individuals. In this context,Appendix 7.1 considers criterion (5) where σ and δ are ignored.3 Normative analysis: Analytical resultsThis section focuses on first-order necessary conditions for an optimum under asymmetricinformation. As will become clear, these are not in general sufficient conditions for a globalmaximum. This section is organized as follows. First, using the utilitarian criterion (5),we explain why the case with and without tagging can fulfill the first-order conditionswith a utilitarian criterion. Second, analytical properties are derived with the maxi-minobjective (6).4Following Okun’s (1975) interpretation of Rawls, when all the weight is placed on the most needy,the optimal tax literature uses the term “Rawlsian objective”. Obviously, this interpretation does notadequately reflect the richness of the Theory of Justice of Rawls (1971) but it is common practice ineconomics. 7



3.1 The utilitarian criterionThe ability characteristics (j), the disutility parameter in skilled job (δ) and the stigmaparameter (σ) cannot be observed by the tax authority. The latter perfectly observesreported incomes. When a low-ability worker applies for the targeted transfer, his abilitylevel is observed by social workers. The threshold values δ̃ and σ̃ result from decisionstaken by the individuals conditional on the tax and transfer systems (see Equations (3)and (4)). The government chooses the tax-transfer schedule that maximizes the utilitariansocial welfare function (5) subject to Equations (3) and (4) and its budget constraint:φ(cTl , cl, ch, σ̃, δ̃) ≡ πTl (wl − cTl ) + πl(wl − cl) + πh(wh − ch) = 0 (7)where πTl = γG(σ̃), i.e. the share of the population which is low-able and targeted,πl = γ(1−G(σ̃))+(1−γ)(1−F (δ̃)), i.e. the share of the population (high-ability personsas well as low-ability ones) which is occupied in unskilled jobs and πh = (1−γ)F(δ̃), i.e. theshare of the population which is high-able and in a skilled job. Without tagging (πTl = 0),only two consumption levels can be optimally chosen. It is expected that high-abilityworkers pay taxes (wh− ch > 0) and low-ability workers receive transfers (wl − cl < 0). Itis also expected that tagged individuals will receive a higher transfer than in the absenceof tagging. Whether all low-ability individuals receive a transfer or only the tagged onesis an open question.Let λ1, λ2, λ3 be the multipliers associated respectively with the budget constraint(7), Equations (3) and (4). The Lagrangian expression is:£(cTl , cl, ch, σ̃, δ̃, λ1 , λ2, λ3) ≡γ {u(cTl )G(σ̃)− ∫ σ̃0 σg(σ)dσ + u(cl)(1−G(σ̃))}+(1− γ){u(ch)F (δ̃)− ∫ δ̃0 δf(δ)dδ + u(cl)(1−F (δ̃))}+λ1[πTl (wl − cTl ) + πl(wl − cl) + πh(wh − ch)]+λ2[u(ch)− δ̃ − u(cl)] + λ3[u(cTl )− σ̃ − u(cl)] (8)From the assumptions on the utility function, the optimal cTl , cl and ch are necessarilypositive. If, at the optimum, σ̃ = 0, by Equation (4), cTl = cl. Therefore, no low-abilityperson will choose to claim the targeted transfer.5 In that sense, tagging is not optimal.In contrast, if at the optimum σ̃ > 0, by Equation (4), cTl > cl, i.e. tagging is optimal.Constraints (3) and (4) can be rewritten respectively as φ1(cl, ch, δ̃) = 0 and φ2(cTl , cl, σ̃) =0. It can be checked that φ1 and φ2 are quasiconcave. The necessary but not the sufficient5Those characterized by σ = 0 are actually indifferent between claiming the targeted transfer or not.8



conditions for φ to be quasiconcave are fulfilled. Trivially the objectiveW (cTl , cl, ch, σ̃, δ̃) isin general not quasiconcave. So, a vector (cTl , cl, ch, σ̃, δ̃, λ1, λ2, λ3) satisfying the followingfirst-order conditions is not necessarily an optimum. These conditions are neverthelessinstructive. The first-order conditions can be written as6:(πTl + λ3)u′(cTl ) = λ1πTl (9)(πl − λ2 − λ3)u′(cl) = λ1πl (10)(πh + λ2)u′(ch) = λ1πh (11)σ̃ ∂£∂σ̃ = 0 and ∂£∂σ̃ ≤ 0 (12)with ∂£∂σ̃ = λ1γg(σ̃)[cl − cTl ]− λ3 (13)δ̃ ∂£∂δ̃ = 0 and ∂£∂δ̃ ≤ 0 (14)with ∂£∂δ̃ = λ1(1− γ)f(δ̃)[wh − ch − (wl − cl)]− λ2 (15)and Equations (3), (4) and (7).Proposition 1 Whatever the value of σ̃, the inverse of the marginal cost of public fundsis equal to the marginal cost of increasing by a unit the utility of each individual in eachgroup weighted by the share in the population (Diamond and Sheshinski, 1995):1λ1 = πTlu′(cTl ) + πlu′(cl) + πhu′(ch) (16)Proof. The proof is straightforward by adding Equations (9), (10) and (11).Having scrutinized the first-order conditions, it turns out that both the case withtagging (σ̃ > 0) and the one without tagging (σ̃ = 0) can verify these conditions. Therest of this section is divided into three parts. First, we explain intuitively why σ̃ = 0can be optimal, when this property should not hold and why δ̃ has to be positive. Then,theoretical properties are derived when tagging is optimal and finally when it is not.3.1.1 Basic mechanisms affecting σ̃ and δ̃Let us first analytically show that σ̃ = 0 satisfies the first-order condition ∂$∂σ̃ = 0. FromEquations (9) and (13), we can write:∂£∂σ̃ = 1u′(cTl )πTl [u′(cTl )− λ1] + λ1γg(σ̃)[cl − cTl ] (17)6The constraint qualifications have been checked.9



From (4), taking cl constant, a marginal increase in σ̃ requires an increase in cTl suchthat dcTldσ̃ = 1u′(cTl ) . The social marginal value of giving dcTl to all welfare claimants isπTl u′(cTl ) while, πTl λ1 is the social marginal cost of the corresponding increase in publicexpenditures. Finally, λ1γg(σ̃)[cl− cTl ] is the net cost due to marginal individuals shiftingfrom cl to the higher cTl . If σ̃ = 0, the fraction of the tagged population, πTl , is zero.Moreover cl = cTl . Hence, from (17), ∂$∂σ̃ = 0. The intuition behind this property isthe following. By (4), the marginal individuals who enter the tagged population arealways indifferent because their utility levels are the same whether they are tagged or not.Therefore, there is no direct impact on the utilitarian criterion W . Their earnings, wl,and hence their contribution to aggregate output are also the same. Moreover, in σ̃ = 0,cTl = cl. A marginal increase in σ̃ has therefore no impact on net resources.7Under which circumstances, is it plausible that a positive value of σ̃ also solves thefirst-order conditions? It will turn out that the shape of the distributions of σ and δ iscritical. From the discussion above, a necessary condition is that ∂$∂σ̃ > 0 for some positivevalues of σ̃. From (17), σ̃ should increase if:dcTldσ̃ [u′(cTl )− λ1] > g(σ̃)G(σ̃) [cTl − cl]λ1 (18)As σ̃ starts increasing from zero, cTl also grows (otherwise there would be less redis-tribution from the high-ability to the low-ability people). It will be shown that λ3 < 0when σ̃ > 0. Hence from (9), u′(cTl ) > λ1. The left-hand side of (18) is then positive.As σ̃ starts increasing from zero, cTl − cl increases too and it becomes more difficult tofulfill (18). So, a decline of g(σ̃)G(σ̃) as σ̃ rises helps to fulfill (18). A distribution for whichg(σ)G(σ) is decreasing is said to have decreasing monotone reversed hazard (or failure) rate.Equivalently, the log of the cumulative distribution function, G, has to be concave. Thiscondition is satisfied by most of the usual distributions.8The distribution of δ also affects the chances of finding a positive value of σ̃ that solvesthe first-order conditions. From Equations (11) and (15), we can rewrite:∂£∂δ̃ = (1− γ)F (δ̃)u′(ch) [u′(ch)− λ1]− λ1(1− γ)f(δ̃)[ch −wh − (cl − wl)] (19)If δ̃ = 0, F (δ̃) = 0 and ch = cl therefore ∂$∂δ̃ |̃δ=0= −λ1(1− γ)f(0)(wl −wh) > 0. So, δ̃ has7It should be mentioned that σ̃ = 0 can also solve the first-order conditions when wl > 0 and the taggedpopulation does not work.8A sufficient condition forG to be log-concave is that the density is log-concave. Families of distributionsthat always have log-concave density functions include the uniform, the normal, the logistic, the extreme-value, the chi-square, the chi, the exponential and the Laplace distributions. However some families ofdistributions do not have log-concave density for all their parameter values. Still they may have a log-concave distribution function. This is the case with the Gamma, the power function and the Weibulldistributions for instances. See Bagnoli and Bergström (1989).10



to be positive. As long as δ̃ should increase, one hasdchdδ̃ [u′(ch)− λ1] > λ1 f(δ̃)F (δ̃)[ch − wh − (cl −wl)] (20)The structure of this expression and the one of (18) are similar. If many high-abilityworkers are characterized by low values of δ, δ̃ will be such that a large proportion ofhigh-ability individuals will work in skilled jobs. This reduces the marginal cost of publicfunds, λ1, and from (18), increases the probability that a positive value of σ̃ is optimal.Section 5 will be devoted to numerical simulations which will provide additional insightson situations where tagging is or not optimal. Meanwhile, the analytical properties derivedin each environment will be presented.3.1.2 Analytical properties under tagging (σ̃ > 0)The relative value of cTl and ch is a major issue here. The next lemma will be useful lateron.Lemma 1 If σ̃ > 0 : 1u′(cl)≤ θu′(cTl )≤ 1u′(ch) with strict inequalities if δ̃ > 0,where θ = πTlπTl +λ3 [1−πTl −λ31−πTl ] ≶ 1.Proof. Equation (9) can be rewritten as:1λ1 = πTlπTl + λ3 1u′(cTl ) (21)Putting this in (16) and dividing by πl + πh ≡ 1− πTl yields:θu′(cTl ) = xu′(cl) + 1− xu′(ch) (22)where x = πlπl+πh is the probability of occupying an unskilled job conditional on beinguntagged (0 < x < 1) and θ = πTlπTl +λ3 [1−πTl −λ31−πTl ]. Hence, θ is nonnegative. According tothe sign of λ3, θ can be higher or lower than 1. Since δ̃ � 0, Equation (3) ensures thatu(ch) � u(cl). Therefore, θu′(cTl ) lies (strictly) between 1u′(cl) and 1u′(ch) (if δ̃ > 0).Proposition 2 If σ̃ > 0, then consumption levels are ordered in the following way:ch > cTl > cl (23)Proof. First, σ̃ > 0 and Equation (4) insures that cTl > cl. Hence, u′(cTl ) < u′(cl).Second, from (16), λ1 > 0. So, since g(σ̃) > 0, the first-order conditions (12)-(13) implythat λ3 < 0. Therefore, θ > 1. This and Lemma 1 yield that u′(ch) < u′(cTl ). Hence,putting these two results together, one has : u′(ch) < u′(cTl ) < u′(cl). This is equivalentto (23).Proposition 2 is in line with Parsons (1996).11



Proposition 3 If σ̃ > 0, the tax levied on those occupied in skilled jobs is strictly higherthan the tax paid by workers occupied in unskilled jobs: wh − ch > wl − cl.Proof. Section 3.1.1 has shown that δ̃ > 0. Then, Equations (14) and (15) imply thatthe sign of λ2 is the one of wh−wl−(ch−cl). The latter is apparently ambiguous becausewh−wl and ch−cl are both positive (see Proposition 2). By contradiction, it can howeverbe shown that λ2 is positive. Let us assume that wh−ch ≤ wl−cl. Then λ2 ≤ 0. Recallingthat λ3 < 0, u′(cl) < λ1 is then a consequence of (11). However, from (9), u′(cTl ) > λ1.Combining these two results leads to u′(cTl ) > u′(cl) or cTl < cl, which is in contradictionwith Proposition 2. Therefore, λ2 > 0, which implies that wh − ch > wl − cl.Proposition 4 If σ̃ > 0, it cannot be ruled out that untagged individuals with low abilitypay taxes.Proof. From the budget constraint (7), it can be shown that:wl − cl = πTl (cTl − cl)− πh[wh − ch − (wl − cl)] (24)From Propositions 2 and 3, both cTl − cl and wh − ch − (wl − cl) are positive. Hence, thesign of wl − cl is ambiguous. In other words, the gross income of untagged low-ability andhigh-ability individuals can be increased (in case of a transfer: wl − cl < 0) or decreased(in case of a tax: wl − cl > 0) by the optimal tax-transfer system.3.1.3 Analytical properties when tagging does not prevail (σ̃ = 0)Some quite intuitive propositions can be shown when σ̃ = 0.Proposition 5 If σ̃ = 0, then consumption levels are ordered in the following way:ch > cl = cTl (25)Proof. This property follows immediately from σ̃ = 0, δ̃ > 0 (see Section 3.1.1) andEquation (4).Proposition 6 If σ̃ = 0, wh − ch > wl − cl, with wh − ch > 0 and wl − cl < 0.Proof. The proof of this proposition follows the same lines as the proof of Proposition3 above. From Proposition 3, δ̃ > 0 (see Section 3.1.1) and the result λ1 > 0, since λ2 > 0and λ2 = λ1(1 − γ)f(δ̃)[(wh − ch) − (wl − cl)], wh − ch > wl − cl. Moreover, from thebudget constraint, it is immediately seen that wh − ch and wl − cl have opposite signs.12



Figure 2 summarizes our previous results. As illustrated by the upper panel of Figure2, when tagging is suboptimal, all low-ability workers (that is a proportion γ of the popu-lation) and a proportion 1−F(δ̃) of the high-ability people are in unskilled jobs and haveu(cl) as utility level. Their consumption level (i.e. their gross labor income increased bya transfer) is (strictly) lower than the one of the high-ability workers in skilled job. Thelatter (whose proportion is represented by the grey area) have their utility levels includedbetween u(ch) and u(cl). The lower panel of Figure 2 represents an economy where taggingis optimal: A proportion G(σ̃) of low-ability workers (the dark area) have a consumptionlevel cTl (strictly) higher than cl (which, in this case, can be lower than gross income) and(strictly) lower than ch. FIGURE 2 ABOUT HERE3.2 The maxi-min welfare criterionIf the utilitarian objective is replaced by the “Rawlsian” one, the consumptions levelsshould maximize (6) subject to the budget constraint and the two conditions (3) and(4) defining the cut-off levels. Intuitively, introducing tagging enables the government toincrease the transfer given to the targeted individuals. Yet, to finance this, more high-ability workers have to opt for a skilled job. This requires a decline of the consumptionlevel of the low-ability workers who do not claim the targeted transfer. Since these peopleare the least well-off, such a change cannot be advocated in a maxi-min perspective. Putanother way:Proposition 7 The maxi-min optimum requires σ̃ = 0.Proof. Totally differentiating the budget constraint and the two conditions definingthe cut-off levels, (3) and (4), and rearranging yields:u′(cTl ) [ πTlu′(cTl ) + πlu′(cl) + πhu′(ch)]dcTl =[ πlu′(cl) + πhu′(ch) − γg(σ̃) (cTl − cl)]dσ̃+[(1− γ)f(δ̃) (wh − ch − (wl − cl))− πhu′(ch)]dδ̃ (26)and dcl = u′(cTl )dcTl − dσ̃u′(cl) (27)Substituting (26) into (27), it is easily seen that∂cl∂σ̃ = 1u′(cl)  πlu′(cl) + πhu′(ch) − γg(σ̃) (cTl − cl)πTlu′(cTl ) + πlu′(cl) + πhu′(ch) − 1 (28)13



This partial derivative is zero at σ̃ = 0 and is negative for any σ̃ > 0. Put differently,extending the size of the tagged population from σ̃ > 0 to σ̃+dσ̃ implies that the untaggedlow-ability group will be worse off. Since the utility which is maximized under the maxi-min criterion (6) is the one of this group, a “Rawlsian” cannot accept such an extension.Conversely, for any σ̃ > 0, a marginal decrease in σ̃ has a positive effect on cl. This holdstrue until σ̃ = 0. The maxi-min optimum definitely requires σ̃ = 0.The same conclusion obviously also holds if the lowest consumption level, namely cl,is maximized.4 Two extensionsFirst, we consider a more general social welfare function and show how the aversion toinequality affects the decision to use tagging. Second, we show that our results are robustto the introduction of a “social recognition” of the low-ability individuals who fend forthemselves. The latter can be seen as the counter-part of stigmatization.4.1 A general social welfare functionConsider the following standard general social welfare functionγ{∫ σ̃0 [u(cTl )− σ]1−v1− v g(σ)dσ + ∫ ∞σ̃ u(cl)1−v1− v g(σ)dσ}+(1− γ){∫ δ̃0 [u(ch)− δ]1−v1− v f(δ)dδ + ∫ ∞δ̃ u(cl)1−v1− v f(δ)dδ} for v 	= 1where v is aversion to inequality. We have already studied the case in which v = 0(utilitarian) and that in which v → ∞ (maxi-min). Consider now an intermediate valueof v and assume that the conditions under which tagging is optimal are satisfied. Thefirst-order condition with respect to cTl and (13) now lead to:∂£v∂σ̃ = 1u′(cTl ) [γ ∫ σ̃0 u′(cTl )[u(cTl )− σ]v g(σ)dσ − λ1πTl ]+ λ1γg(σ̃)(cl − cTl )where £v denotes the Lagrangian. As previously, from (4), taking cl as constant, a mar-ginal increase in σ̃ requires an increase in cTl such that dcTldσ̃ = 1u′(cTl ) . The social marginalvalue of giving dcTl to all welfare claimants is γ ∫ σ̃0 u′(cTl )[u(cTl )−σ]v g(σ)dσ while, πTl λ1 is thesocial marginal cost of the corresponding increase in public expenditures. Finally, the lastterm is the same as in (17). If σ̃ > 0, the first-order condition is violated if1u′(cTl ) [γ ∫ σ̃0 u′(cTl )[u(cTl )− σ]v g(σ)dσ − λ1πTl ] < −λ1γg(σ̃)(cl − cTl ) (29)14



From (4), the right-hand side of this last expression is strictly positive when σ̃ > 0. Asthe aversion to inequality v rises, less and less weight is given to the marginal utility ofthe tagged population (through the decreasing multiplier 1/[u(cTl ) − σ]v). The followingproperty is therefore to be expected. Starting from a case where tagging is optimal undera utilitarian criterion v = 0, there exists a higher level of aversion to inequality v underwhich tagging is optimal and above which it is not.4.2 Introducing “social approval"Imagine people who are not tagged benefit from social approbation. This counter-part ofstigmatization increases the utility of people who fend for themselves (i.e. everyone in theeconomy except tagged people). Let us denote social approbation by a scalar a > 0. Thethreshold level for low-ability workers satisfies now the following equality:u(cTl )− σ̃ = u(cl) + a (30)The threshold level δ̃ is still defined by (3).Let us first examine if the suboptimality of tagging which prevails with a maxi-mincriterion is affected when considering social approval. The appropriate maxi-min criterionbecomes: u(cl) + aIt can easily been shown that (28) is still valid in this case. Therefore, the suboptimalityof tagging with a maxi-min criterion is maintained when social approbation is considered.Let us now turn to a utilitarian criterion. The utilitarian criterion without socialapprobation (5) is slightly modified by considering social approbation: a new term [1 −γG(σ̃)]a has to be added. It can easily be checked that the first-order conditions withrespect to cTl and cl remain unchanged. Moreover the first-order condition with respectto σ̃ is exactly the same because the effect of a marginal change in σ̃ on the utilitariancriterion, namely: γ[u(cTl )− σ̃ − u(cl)− a]g(σ̃)is still zero by (30). In sum, the introduction of social approval does not change theconclusions of the theoretical analysis.5 A numerical analysis under utilitarianismThis section focuses on the utilitarian criterion (5). With a log-concave distribution for δ,there always exists a solution (σ̃ = 0, δ̃ > 0) to the first-order conditions (see Appendix7.2). In addition, there can exist (at least) one other solution such that σ̃ > 0, δ̃ > 0.15



Then, several local optima are observed. Numerical methods are therefore needed to seewhen tagging is optimal and when it is not. The following numerical exercise emphasizesthe crucial role of the densities of σ and δ. The numerical analysis shows that tagging isonly optimal when the distribution of σ is characterized by a density highly concentratedon low values of σ (i.e., simultaneously, small mean and variance), where ‘low’ should beunderstood relative to u(wl).However, a distribution sufficiently concentrated on relativelylow values of σ is only a necessary condition because the distribution of δ also plays acrucial role. In some cases, where σ is highly concentrated on low values, tagging is notoptimal because the distribution of the ability parameters, δ, has a very low or a verylarge variance (and mean).This section illustrates and explains these results. The presentation is organized as fol-lows. First, we rewrite and calibrate the model. Second, we illustrate how the parameters’space can be divided into an area where tagging is optimal and another where a utilitarianwould avoid it. It is shown that very restrictive assumptions on the distributions of σ andδ are needed in order to conclude that tagging is optimal. Third, we conduct a sensitivityanalysis.5.1 Reformulation of the model and calibrationCombining constraints (3), (4), (7) and the utilitarian criterion (5), it is convenient torewrite the problem as: W (cl, σ̃, δ̃) ≡ γ [σ̃G(σ̃)− ∫ σ̃0 σg(σ)dσ]++(1− γ)[δ̃F (δ̃)− ∫ δ̃0 δf(δ)dδ]+ u(cl) (31)with cl = wl + (1− γ)F(δ̃)(wh − wl)1 + γG(σ̃)[ cTlcl − 1] + (1− γ)F (δ̃)[ chcl − 1] (32)Equation (32) can be rewritten as φ3(cl, cTl , ch, σ̃, δ̃) = 0. Using a logarithmic utilityfunction, u(.) ≡ logk(.) with k > 1 and again Equations (3), (4), it is convenient to rewriteφ3 as: cl(σ̃, δ̃) = wl + (1− γ)F (δ̃)(wh −wl)1 + γG(σ̃)(kσ̃ − 1) + (1− γ)F (δ̃)(kδ̃ − 1) (33)Substituting (33) into the objective function (31), the problem becomes a maximizationwith respect to (σ̃, δ̃). FIGURE 3 ABOUT HERE16



Let δ and σ be distributed according to Gamma distributions.9 Figure 3 representsGamma densities with parameter r respectively equal to 0.2, 0.42, 1, 1.5 and 3. Thesevalues illustrate the variety of shapes of the Gamma density. Moreover, r = 0.42 willbe a critical value for our results. As r decreases below 1, the density, f(x), becomesquickly negligible when x increases. This phenomenon captures what is here meant by“concentration”. This notion is a relative one. It depends on the values of wh and wl andon the shape of u(.).Let rδ, rσ be the parameters characterizing Gamma distributions respectively for δand σ. To emphasize the role of these parameters, the density and distribution functionscan be rewritten as F (δ̃ | rδ), f(δ̃ | rδ), G(σ̃ | rσ) and g(σ̃ | rσ) in (31) and (33).With two levels of skills, one can hardly base our assumption about wh and wl onactual wage distributions. Hence, we take wh = 100, wl = 20 and develop, in Subsection5.3, a sensitivity analysis. We assume a logarithmic utility function with a basis k equalto 2 (u(wh) = log2(wh) = 6.64 and u(wl) = log2(wl) = 4.32) and also develop a sensitivityanalysis in Subsection 5.3. The proportion of low-ability individuals, γ, is assumed to beequal to 0.5. The role of γ is also discussed in Subsection 5.3.5.2 The effect of rσ and rδMethodologyLet W (σ̃, δ̃, rσ , rδ) denote (31) after substitution of (33). The optimum (σ̃, δ̃) verifies∂W∂σ̃ (σ̃, δ̃, rσ, rδ) = 0 (34)and ∂W∂δ̃ (σ̃, δ̃, rσ, rδ) = 0 (35)This system is highly nonlinear. Therefore, according to the chosen initial values and thenumerical method used, a solution to (34)-(35) need not be a global optimum. So, foreach pair (rσ, rδ), the objective function (31) (with cl defined by (33)) is evaluated for awide range of values of the endogenous variables (σ̃, δ̃). Through this, we check whetherthe solution found to (34)-(35) is the global optimum.The above system defines an implicit relationship between the optimal values of σ̃, δ̃and rσ and rδ. This system is however too complex to be studied analytically.9A positive random variable follows a Gamma law of parameter r if its density is given by:f(x) = 1Γ(r) exp(−x)xr−1The parameter r of a Gamma distribution is equal to the mean and the variance of the distribution.We have checked that our conclusions are maintained with other continuous distributions defined on theinfinite support [0,+∞). 17



Since (34) and (35) characterize an optimum, we can totally differentiate them withrespect to σ̃, δ̃, rδ and rσ as∂2W∂σ̃2 dσ̃ + ∂2W∂δ̃∂σ̃ dδ̃ = − ∂2W∂rσ∂σ̃drσ − ∂2W∂rδ∂σ̃ drδ (36)and ∂2W∂σ̃∂δ̃ dσ̃ + ∂2W∂δ̃2 dδ̃ = − ∂2W∂rσ∂δ̃ drσ − ∂2W∂rδ∂δ̃ drδ (37)This formulation will be helpful in the numerical analysis to study the effect(s) of smallchanges in rσ and rδ. The effects of drσ and drδ on dσ̃ are given by:dσ̃drσ = ∂2W∂δ̃∂σ̃ ∂2W∂rσ∂δ̃ − ∂2W∂rσ∂σ̃ ∂2W∂δ̃2∂2W∂σ̃2 ∂2W∂δ̃2 − ( ∂2W∂σ̃∂δ̃)2 (38)dσ̃drδ = ∂2W∂δ̃∂σ̃ ∂2W∂rδ∂δ̃ − ∂2W∂rδ∂σ̃ ∂2W∂δ̃2∂2W∂σ̃2 ∂2W∂δ̃2 − ( ∂2W∂σ̃∂δ̃ )2 (39)The effects of drσ and drδ on dδ̃ are given by:dδ̃drσ = − ∂2W∂σ̃∂δ̃∂2W∂δ̃2 dσ̃drσ − ∂2W∂rσ∂δ̃∂2W∂δ̃2 (40)dδ̃drδ = − ∂2W∂σ̃∂δ̃∂2W∂δ̃2 dσ̃drδ − ∂2W∂rδ∂δ̃∂2W∂δ̃2 (41)The signs of these expressions are in general ambiguous. In the following numerical ex-ercise, the components of (38)-(41) will be evaluated. This information will be useful tounderstand how and why σ̃ and δ̃ vary withrσ and rδ, respectively.A necessary condition for the optimality of tagging: a low rσIn a (rδ, rσ) space, Figure 4 displays the area where tagging is optimal (see the shadedarea). It highlights that tagging can only be optimal for low values of rσ. This resultturns out to be true in all reported and unreported simulations. When rσ decreases, thedistribution of σ is more concentrated on low values. In our example, tagging can neverbe optimal if rσ > 0.42.10 This illustrates the idea of concentration: Very few people havea σ which is nonnegligible compared to u(wl).FIGURE 4 ABOUT HERE10If rσ = 0.42, 45.8% of the low-ability workers have a σ above 0.2 and 9.7% of the low-ability workershave an σ above 1.2. The utility from the gross wage in a unskilled job is u(wl) = 4.3, and therefore,σ = 0.2 (respectively σ = 1.2) is only 4.6% (respectively 27.8%) of u(wl), which is relatively low.18



This first result is quite intuitive. If stigmatization is considered as a negligible phe-nomenon (in the sense that the density of σ is concentrated on very low values of σrelative to u(wl)), then the model confirms the traditional result in the tagging literature(Akerlof, 1978; Parsons, 1996; Salanié, 2002). This literature shows that if a portion ofthe low-ability people can be costlessly tagged (i.e., without neither administrative costsnor prejudices due to stigma), the total utilitarian welfare is raised by giving an allowancetargeted on this sub-population. There is an incentive to do so because the benefits paidto tagged low-ability workers (cTl ) provide no work disincentive to the high-ability workersso that the former sub-population can be treated more generously. In our model, with adensity of σ sufficiently concentrated on very low values of σ relative to u(wl), the preju-dice due to stigma is much lower than the disadvantages linked to a redistributive systempurely administered by the tax authority. Then, the traditional result holds: tagging isoptimal. However, a distribution of the intensity of stigmatization highly concentratedaround relatively low values is only a necessary condition. Simulations results will showthat the dispersion of abilities among those who can perform skilled jobs also plays acrucial role.A look at the area where tagging is optimalLooking at the area where tagging is optimal, we will describe what happens whenrσ (respectively rδ) increases. Thanks to the methodology previously defined and thesimulations, we will be able to locally study the signs of Expressions (38) to (41). Due tospace limitation, we explain general features by considering a few examples.What happens in the interior of the tagging region when rσ increases? Table 2 displaysthe main features of the optima when rσ increases and rδ is fixed to 1.3. As the dispersionand the mean of the intensity of stigmatization gets wider, cl increases (starting from valuesbelow wl), cTl somewhat decreases, therefore, πTl declines, πl increases and πh decreases. Inthe area where tagging is optimal, σ̃ and δ̃ decrease with rσ . ∀rσ ∈ [0.1; 0.42[, we computethat ∂2W∂rσ∂σ̃ < 0, ∂2W∂δ̃2 < 0, ∂2W∂δ̃∂σ̃ > 0, ∂2W∂rσ∂δ̃ < 0 and ∂2W∂σ̃2 ∂2W∂δ̃2 > ( ∂2W∂σ̃∂δ̃ )2 > 0. Remembering(38), this explains why dσ̃drσ < 0. The sign of these effects can then be introduced in (40)to understand why dδ̃drσ < 0 ∀rσ ∈ [0.1; 0.42[.TABLE 2 ABOUT HERETABLE 3 ABOUT HEREWhat happens in the interior of the tagging region when rδ increases? Let us takethe case where rσ = 0.2 and consider a few values of rδ. For sufficiently low values of rδ(here 0.1), the distribution of δ is highly concentrated around low values. With moderate19



differences ch − cl, nearly all high-ability workers opt for a skilled occupation. Giventhe available resources, stigmatization can be avoided by giving relatively high levels oftransfer to all low-ability workers. For rδ ∈ [0.2; 0.5], Table 3 indicates that cTl increases, cldecreases and πl decreases. So, as the dispersion and the mean of δ increases, tagging is firstused more intensively. From the values taken by the components of (39), dσ̃drδ is positive butless and less so as rδ increases in the interval [0.2; 1.05[. Around rδ = 1.05, still exploiting(39), dσ̃drδ becomes negative. Actually, for high values of rδ (relative to u(wh) − u(wl)),the share of high-ability workers with a high δ becomes so large that redistribution has todecrease. The substitution away from skilled jobs accelerates drastically (see the evolutionof πh in Table 3). Looking at the components of dδ̃drδ in (41) clarifies why the optimal valueof δ̃ does not vary monotonically with rδ. This effect and the change in the distributionfunction nevertheless lead to a monotonic decline in πh. The well-being of those earningwl is therefore more heavily weighted in the welfare function. Therefore, cl increases andcTl decreases. In other words tagging is less and less used (cTl − cl → 0). This numericalresult confirms the intuition provided in Subsection 3.1.1.To sum up, even if the intensity of stigmatization is highly concentrated around lowvalues in comparison with u(wl), tagging is not optimal if the distribution of the disutilityof skilled jobs is either very concentrated on low values or on the contrary if it has a largevariance (and large mean).5.3 Sensitivity analysisSubsection 5.2 emphasized the role of the distributions of σ and δ on the optimality oftagging. Let us now look at the effect of the other parameters. We consider in turnthe basis of the logarithmic utility function, the wage differential and the proportion oflow-ability individuals in the total population.First, if the basis of the logarithmic utility function (k > 1) increases, the area wheretagging is optimal in (rσ , rδ) space is reduced (see Figure 5). Figure 5 displays how thearea where tagging is optimal shrinks when k increases from 2 to 2.6. Intuitively, whentagging is optimal, it is used to reduce the difference in utility levels between u(ch) andu(cTl ), that is logk(ch)− logk(cTl ). It can be checked that logk(ch/cTl ) is decreasing convexwith respect to k > 1. So, for any given chcTl > 1, the former difference in utility levelssoftens by itself when k increases. Tagging is then less needed. So, for any pair (rσ, rδ)where tagging is optimal but cTl is close to cl, tagging becomes suboptimal (cTl = cl) whenk increases.Second, if the difference between the gross wage rates, wh − wl, decreases, tagging isagain less needed. Actually, as in the case of an increase of k, the inequality in utility20



levels is reduced when the difference is reduced. Therefore, the area where tagging isoptimal is reduced as illustrated Figure 5, yet with a scope of reduction depending on theparameter’s variation. FIGURE 5 ABOUT HEREThird, if the proportion γ of low-ability individuals in the population increases, thearea where tagging is optimal is also reduced. Let us see why by considering a pointin the tagging area. If γ increases, the high-ability population receives a lower weightin the utilitarian criterion. In addition, keeping the allocation of resources unchanged isnot feasible because of the growing share of low-ability persons. Simulations show that autilitarian reacts partly through an increase in taxation, wh − ch, and partly through adecrease of cTl . Moreover, to prevent δ̃ from decreasing too much, cl is reduced too butto a lower extent than cTl . Therefore, close to the boundary of the tagging area whereinitially cTl ∼ cl, an increase in γ leads to cTl − cl → 0 (and σ̃ → 0) .6 ConclusionThis paper has questioned the optimality of conditioning income transfers on personalcharacteristics of the potential welfare recipients instead of basing them only on reportedincomes. In our analysis, wage formation and the demand for labor are assumed to beexogenous. We have developed a simple framework with two categories of (unobservable)abilities, in which individuals with low abilities decide whether or not to claim the targetedtransfer and welfare authorities assess eligibility perfectly and costlessly. This assumptionabout welfare agencies is deliberately in favor of tagging. Being a welfare recipient ishowever socially disapproved because a social norm is violated. This still widespreadnorm states that anyone should fend for oneself and one’s family. It has been assumedthat the disutility of being stigmatized is exogenously distributed in the population.The main conclusions are as follows. First, with a utilitarian criterion, tax-transfersystems with and without tagging can solve the first-order optimality conditions. Theseare not necessarily sufficient however for determining the (global) optimum. Therefore, wehave developed a numerical analysis that suggests that tagging can only be recommended ifthe distribution of the intensity of stigmatization is highly concentrated around low values,where low is a relative notion. The intensity of stigmatization is measured in comparisonwith the level of earnings in unskilled jobs. However, this is only a necessary condition.The dispersion of the disutility of effort among those who can perform a skilled job (‘thehigh-ability people’) also plays a crucial role. Even when the intensity of stigmatizationcan be considered as a minor factor, tagging is not optimal if the dispersion of abilities21



among the ‘high-ability people’ is too large or too narrow. After a sensitivity analysis,we conclude that the above properties are robust. Second, tagging is always suboptimalunder a maxi-min social criterion (for which the aversion to inequality parameter tends toinfinity).As this paper focuses on stigmatization, utility costs such as transaction costs or theloss of privacy that applying for and receiving assistance benefits entail have not beenconsidered. However, the model could easily be interpreted as including such utility cost.To sum up, stigmatization which has often been neglected in the economics litera-ture questions the robustness of previous normative conclusions about the advantages oftagging.7 Appendix7.1. A welfare criterion only based on income levelsThe utilitarian and maxi-min criteria are standard in the literature. They take preferencesas given and consider that utility functions are appropriate for a normative analysis.However, some authors have criticized this approach when individuals differ in severaldimensions. For example, Fleurbaey and Maniquet (2002) have argued in favor of adistinction between “relevant” and “irrelevant” characteristics: Whereas the former callfor compensation, the latter do not, because they are considered as falling within theresponsibility of the individuals. In the same vein, Arneson (1990) defends a conceptionof social justice as equal opportunity for welfare. He also makes a distinction between thepart of one’s utility for which one is responsible and the part for which is not. Followingthese authors, this appendix excludes from the normative criteria the parts of the utilitiesunder control of people. Being a parameter of disutility of effort, δ should then be leftaside. One could also argue that individuals are responsible for the intensity of the impactof stigmatization on their well-being (σ). Then, income should not be transferred in orderto compensate for high values of σ and δ. This principle could be translated into normativecriteria where σ and δ are simply ignored. This appendix is then devoted to the analysisof a welfare criterion which is only based on income levels. The social welfare functionscould then use any strictly increasing and concave function of consumption. For simplicity,we here use the function u(·). Our alternative normative criterion is then a sum of suchcorrected utility functions weighted by the share in the population:V ≡ γ {u(cTl )G(σ̃) + u(cl)(1−G(σ̃))}+(1− γ){u(ch)F (δ̃) + u(cl)(1− F(δ̃))} (42)22



Totally differentiating the social welfare objective (42), the budget constraint and thetwo conditions defining the cut-off levels, (3) and (4), and rearranging, the change in Vbecomes: dV = u′(cTl )dcTl + [γg(σ̃) (u(cTl )− u(cl))− (πl + πh)] dσ̃+ [(1− γ)f(δ̃) (u(ch)− u(cl)) + πh]dδ̃, (43)subject to the balanced budget constraint (26). The change in the utilitarian criterion (5),dW , is different and can be written as:dW = u′(cTl )dcTl − (πl + πh)dσ̃ + πhdδ̃ (44)subject to the balanced budget constraint (26). Equations (43) and (44) are now employedfor comparison. As in the utilitarian case (see Subsection 3.1), it is still true that ∂V∂σ̃ = 0in σ̃ = 0. However, it is obvious that an additional positive term pushes σ̃ upwards assoon as σ̃ > 0, namely γg(σ̃) (u(cTl )− u(cl)). Expression (1− γ)f(δ̃) (u(ch)− u(cl)) playsa similar role for δ̃. Both terms express that an increase in σ̃ (respectively, δ̃) has afavorable effect on Criterion V via the impact on marginal individuals who are actuallyindifferent. So, it is not surprising that unreported numerical simulations indicate thatthe global optimum is characterized by tagging as soon as stigmatization is neglected inthe normative criterion.7.2. No tagging optimal with an utilitarian criterion andunder asymmetric information, a sufficient conditionThis appendix shows the existence of a solution to the first-order conditions characterizedby σ̃ = 0 and δ̃ > 0. This proof is produced for logarithmic utility functions, u(.) ≡ logk(.)with k > 1. The cut-off definitions (3) and (4) can then respectively be written as:ch = clkδ̃ (45)cTl = clkσ̃, (46)and the budget constraint becomes:cl = wl + πh(wh −wl)πTl kσ̃ + πl + πhkδ̃ (47)Substituting (45), (46) and (47) into (5), one gets an objective function of σ̃ and δ̃.Maximizing this objective, the first-order conditions are:φσ̃(σ̃, δ̃) ≡ πTl u′(cTl )dcTldσ̃ + πlu′(cl)dcldσ̃ + πhu′(ch)dchdσ̃ = 0 (48)23



φδ̃(σ̃, δ̃) ≡ πTl u′(cTl )dcTldδ̃ + πlu′(cl)dcldδ̃ + πhu′(ch)dchdδ̃ = 0 (49)where the various derivatives can be computed from (45) to (47).∀ δ̃, we know φσ̃(σ̃ = 0, δ̃) = 0 (see Subsection 3.1.1). Therefore, what follows isdevoted to finding a sufficient condition for φδ̃(σ̃ = 0, δ̃) = 0. If σ̃ = 0 and δ̃ = 0,φδ̃(σ̃ = 0, δ̃ = 0) = u′(cl)dcldδ̃ > 0. Hence, it suffices to show that ∃ δ̃1 > 0 such thatφδ̃(σ̃ = 0, δ̃1) < 0 where φδ̃(σ̃ = 0, δ̃1) = (1 − πh(δ̃1))u′(cl)∂cl∂δ̃ + πh(δ̃1)u′(ch)∂ch∂δ̃ , with∂cl∂δ̃ ≷ 0 and ∂ch∂δ̃ = ∂cl∂δ̃ kδ̃ + clkδ̃ ln(k).From (45) either ∂ch∂δ̃ > 0 and ∂cl∂δ̃ < 0 or ∂ch∂δ̃ < 0, ∂cl∂δ̃ < 0. In σ̃ = 0, the latter casecannot occur when δ̃ grows up because it would violate the budget constraint. Hence twonecessary conditions for the existence of δ̃1 > 0 such that φδ̃(σ̃ = 0, δ̃1) < 0 are:∂cl∂δ̃ < 0 (50)∂ch∂δ̃ > 0, or ∂cl∂δ̃ > −cl ln(k) (51)With (47), the last inequality can be rewritten as(1− γ)f(δ̃1)(wh − kδ̃1wl) > −πl(wl + πh(wh −wl)) ln(k) (52)The right-hand side is negative. Since wh > ch and wl < cl, Equality (45) implies wh >kδ̃1wl. So, the left-hand side of (52) is positive.Differentiating (47) and rearranging, Inequality (50) becomesf(δ̃1)F (δ̃1) < wl + πh(wh − wl)wh − kδ̃1wl kδ̃1 ln(k) (53)The right-hand side is positive. So, log-concavity of F (.) is sufficient to guarantee (53).Finally, φδ̃(σ̃ = 0, δ̃1) < 0 and the derivative of (47) with respect to δ̃ can be combinedto yield: f(δ̃1)F(δ̃1) < (u′(cl)− u′(ch))kδ̃1 ln(k)πhu′(ch)kδ̃1 + πlu′(cl) πl(wl + πh(wh −wl))wh − kδ̃1wlThe right-hand side of this inequality being positive, log-concavity of F (.) is a sufficientcondition to guarantee the existence of an optimum characterized by σ̃ = 0 and δ̃ > 0.References[1] Akerlof, G.A. (1978), The Economics of ‘Tagging’ as Applied to the Optimal Income Tax,Welfare Programs, and Manpower Training, American Economic Review 68(1), 8-19.[2] Arneson, R.J. (1990), Liberalism, Distributive Subjectivism, and Equal Opportunity for Wel-fare, Philosophy and Public Affairs 19(2), 158-194.[3] Ashenfelter, O. (1983), Determining participation in income-tested social programs, Journalof The American Statistical Association 78(383), 517-525.24
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Figure 2 Graphical presentation of the optimal solutions: Without tagging (theupper-part) and with tagging    
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